In this paper, we propose a novel framework of air traffic management (ATM). The framework is in particular characterized by the trajectory planning of weakly supervised aircraft; the air traffic control (ATC) does not completely determine the trajectory of each aircraft unlike conventional planning methods, but determines allowable safe sets of trajectories. ATC requests pilots to select their own trajectories from the sets, and the pilots determine ones by pursuing their own aims. For example, the selection can be based on pilot preferences and airline strategies. This two stage ATM system contributes to simultaneously achieve the both objectives of the ATC and pilots such as fuel cost minimization under safety management. The effectiveness of the proposed ATM system is demonstrated in a simulation using actual air traffic data.
I. INTRODUCTION
W ITH the growth of air traffic all over the world, air traffic management (ATM) systems need to be further developed and to be operated more efficiently. As reported in [1] , ATM is defined as dynamic and integrated management of air traffic and airspace through the provision of facilities and seamless services in collaboration with parties. In this paper, we focus only on control and management problems of aircraft trajectories from departure to arrival.
We review the current ATM system and find its drawback. A sketch of the current system is given in Fig. 1 . As illustrated in the figure, overall airspace is divided to some smaller spaces. The current ATM is operated in a decentralized manner; in other words, a control task corresponding to each divided space is assigned to each air traffic control (ATC). Then, each ATC is responsible for safety of aircraft in an assigned space and manually designs aircraft trajectories. The design is based on positions of aircraft that are obtained from radar information. The trajectories designed by ATC are provided to pilots. A main limitation of the current ATM system lies in manually designing trajectories by ATC. With the growth of air traffic, the number of aircraft contained in airspace increases. This increases burdens for the corresponding ATC, which inhibits efficient trajectory design. In addition, lack of communication between ATCs, caused by the traffic growth, can further deteriorate the efficiency. Therefore, a computeraided and human-assist ATM system where overall airspace is managed in a centralized manner, is required.
In the past two decades, various computer-aided methods of generating aircraft trajectories have been proposed [2] - [11] . One of the main topics is conflict avoidance. Please see, e.g., [5] - [10] . The conflict avoidance is involved in S. Yoshimura and M. Inoue are with the Department of Applied Physics and Physico-Informatics, Keio University, Yokohama, Japan (e-mail: mi-noue@appi.keio.jp).
optimal trajectory generation problems [5] , [7] - [10] . In the current ATM system and previous works [3] , [5] - [11] , ATC determines aircraft trajectories completely and provides them to pilots. Pilots must obey the provided trajectories.
The priority to ATC in trajectory determination plays a role for safety management of aircraft. In addition to the safety aim, ATC can achieve to improve airport usage, e.g., by maximizing airport throughput. We can say that the current ATM system meets aims of ATC. On the other hand, the priority to ATC may not be positively acceptable for pilots and airlines. Trajectories determined and enforced by ATC may be fuel-consuming or delayed ones, which are contrary to the aims of pilots and airlines. This paper addresses a novel ATM system design where trajectories are determined based on pilots and airlines aims in addition to safety constraints.
To show the feasibility of the ATM system design, we illustrate the existence of degree of freedom (DOF) in actual aircraft trajectories determined by ATC. Actual trajectories are depicted in Fig. 2 , where trajectory data is extracted from CARATS (Collaborative Actions for Renovation of Air Traffic Systems) Open Data 1 [12] - [15] on May 11, 2015. In the figure, the three solid lines represent actual trajectories. The translucent lines represent all trajectories where conflict avoidance is achieved. The DOF in trajectories, illustrated by the translucent lines, implies that the aims of pilots and airlines can be pursued in addition to safety constraints. Motivated from this fact, this paper studies a novel framework of ATM systems by utilizing this DOF in trajectory design.
In this paper, we propose a framework of ATM systems where ATC weakly supervises aircraft for the trajectories planning. An illustration of the proposed framework is shown in Fig. 3 . In the ATM system, ATC designs allowable safe sets of aircraft trajectories, where conflict avoidance and other 1 CARATS Open Data includes 3D-position and time data of all IFR (Instrument Flight Rules) commercial flights in Japanese airspace. Example of all trajectories that satisfy ATC requirements including conflict avoidance. The three solid lines represent actual trajectories. The translucent solid lines represent trajectories that avoid aircraft conflicts. Here, the conflict avoidance is defined that aircraft-aircraft distance is longer than 3 NM. aims of ATC are achieved, as depicted by red disks in the figure. Then, ATC requests pilots to select their trajectories from the sets. The selection can be based on pilot preferences or airline strategies. It is noted that for the trajectory selection, communication between pilots, such as cooperation, competition and negotiation, is not required. Each pilot individually determines his/her trajectory by pursuing his/her own aims, e.g., by minimizing fuel costs or by reducing uncertainty of arrival time in a decentralized manner.
Designing trajectory-sets for aircraft has been also studied as flow corridors, corridors-in-the-sky, or airspace tubes [16] - [19] . The concept of the corridor means an exclusive lane designed in airspace where autonomy is allowed for each aircraft; each pilot can design his/her trajectory within the lane without instructions by ATC. This implies that the pilot must be responsible for avoiding an air miss or conflict with other aircraft by communicating with other pilots. This drawback is overcome in the proposed ATM system; each pilot needs not to address the conflict avoidance problem, but simply pursues his/her aims based on a given trajectory-set.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the proposed framework of ATM systems and problems of trajectory planning are briefly stated. In Section III, a trajectory design problem addressed by ATC is formulated as an optimization problem. By solving the problem, trajectorysets that avoid aircraft conflicts are obtained. In Section I V, in a similar manner to Section III, a trajectory design problem addressed by pilots is formulated as an optimization problem. At the end of the section, the proposed ATM system is reviewed. In Section V, we show the effectiveness of the proposed system in a numerical simulation with CARATS Open Data.
II. WEAK CONTROL IN ATM A. Outline of Proposed ATM
In this subsection, we briefly show the outline of the proposed ATM system. The operation flow of the ATM system is given in Fig. 4 . Operation of the ATM system is to control aircraft from departure to arrival. Trajectory planning runs recursively at some time interval. For each trajectory planning, ATC designs allowable safe sets of trajectories, and then requests pilots to select their trajectories from the sets. The selection by pilots is performed independently of each other. This two-stage trajectory planning achieves aims of pilots and airlines such as minimization of fuel consumption, while satisfying requirements by ATC such as conflict avoidance.
Recall that the requests from ATC to pilots are given by allowable safe sets of trajectories. The sets are utilized for pilots to minimize fuel costs based on detailed aircraft models and weather conditions. We can say that in the proposed ATM system pilots are weakly supervised by ATC. The weakness contributes to separate ATC management and pilots optimization; in other words, safe management is performed independently of pilots choices.
B. Problem Formulation
Notation utilized in this paper is listed on Table I. In this subsection, problems of trajectory planning are briefly stated. Let N be the number of target aircraft considered in the problem. In this paper, trajectories refer to positions of aircraft at equal time intervals. Trajectories are restricted to two dimensions for simplicity, but they are easily extended to three dimensions. The position of aircraft i ∈ N :
Variables of aircraft are defined below. Let v i (k), θ i (k), u i (k), and ψ i (k) be the speed, angle, speed difference, and angle difference of aircraft i at time k, respectively. The state of aircraft i at time k is denoted by
As stated above, each trajectory planning is composed of two stages 1) trajectories design and request by ATC side and 2) trajectory design by pilots side. First, we focus on the design problem addressed by ATC as follows. We assume that the initial time t i , the terminal time T i , the initial state X i (t i ), and the terminal state X i (T i ) for all aircraft i ∈ N are given. Then, ATC designs reference trajectory-sets problem is reduced to a problem of finding the center C i (k) and radius r i (k) of W i (k). In the remainder of this paper,
Through the trajectory design, ATC pursues the following aims;
• maximizing the DOF in the trajectory-set, defined by r i , • guaranteeing safety of aircraft by conflict avoidance. For simplification of notation, the set of time of aircraft i is denoted by
Letting r := [ r 1 · · · r N ] , the trajectory design problem addressed by ATC is summarized as follows
Problem 1 corresponds to the design problem 1), which is illustrated in the operation flow of Fig. 4 .
Next, we briefly mention a trajectory design problem addressed by pilots, which is solved next to Problem 1. Each pilot solves the problem independently of each other. Assume that the initial state X i (t i ), the terminal state X i (T i ), the requested trajectory-set W i (k), k ∈ T i (t i ), and disturbances d i (k), k ∈ T i (t i ) are given. Then, each pilot selects a trajectorŷ C i (k), k ∈ T i (t i ) by pursuing his/her aims, e.g., minimizing a fuel cost. The trajectory design problem addressed by a pilot labeled by i, is summarized as follows.
Problem 2 corresponds to the design problem 2), which is illustrated in the operation flow of Fig. 4 .
It is assumed that model information of aircraft and a weather condition are available for each pilot, while they 
deviation between standard trajectory and center of region C i trajectory to be designed by pilot C pre,i trajectory pilot select at the last trajectory planning
are not available for ATC. Precise model information and a weather condition play important role of reducing a fuel cost. Therefore, the pilot utilizes such information to solve Problem 2 in an efficient manner and to reduce the achievable cost.
III. TRAJECTORY DESIGN BY ATC
In this section, we mathematically formulate the trajectory design problem addressed by ATC. Problem 1, which is briefly stated in Section II, is re-formulated as an optimization problem.
A. Cost Function
In this subsection, cost functions of the trajectory design problem for ATC are defined. The decision variables are speed differences u := [ u 1 · · · u N ] , angle differences ψ := [ ψ 1 · · · ψ N ] , and radii r of all aircraft. Trajectory-sets to be designed are evaluated by the size of r and the deviations from a standard trajectory C sta,i (k), k ∈ T i (t i ). The cost function to evaluate r is given by
where ε is a positive constant. This role of ε is to prevent divergence of J 1 . In addition, the cost function to evaluate the deviations is given by
where
The role of the second term is to prevent a large angle change in one time step. By this J 2 , we aim at generating realistic trajectories, while avoiding impractical ones. Then, the cost function utilized in the problem here is defined by
where α is a non-negative constant.
Remark 2. There is another candidate of the cost function J 1 for evaluating the radii r i . For example, ln (r i (k) + ε) in (1) can be replaced by 1/(r i (k) + ε) 2 . In this paper, numerically tractable J 1 , given by (1), is considered.
B. Constraints
We give constraints derived from physical properties of aircraft, from ATM system requirements, and for ATM system operation. First, the constraints derived from the physical properties are given as follows.
• Aircraft dynamics
Assume that the dynamics of all the target aircraft are the same. The dynamics of each aircraft is described by
Here, recall that u i (k) and ψ i (k) are speed difference and angle difference at time k ∈ T i (t i ) of aircraft i ∈ N . In the model (4), they are the control input to aircraft. • Angular difference Angular difference of each aircraft trajectory, denoted by ψ i (k), is restricted as follows.
where Ψ is the maximum angle difference of a trajectory. • Speed difference Speed difference of each aircraft trajectory, denoted by u i (k), is restricted as follows.
where U is the maximum speed difference to be applied. • Speed Speed of each aircraft, denoted by v i (k), is restricted as follows.
where V min and V max are the lower and upper bounds of v i (k). Next, the constraints related to ATM system requirements are given as follows.
• Terminal constraint
Constraints on the speed and angle at the terminal time T i are given. The deviation between the speed at T i and the reference V ter is less than or equal to δ v , and the deviation between angle at T i and the reference Θ ter is less than or equal to δ θ . They are described by
• Constraint for conflict avoidance A constraint for conflict avoidance is given by
where D is a positive constant. We illustrate the meaning of (11) with Fig. 5 . The left side of (11) represents the allowable minimum distance between two aircraft, which is illustrated in Fig. 5 . Therefore, D plays a role of a safety margin. • Constraint for feasibility
In this paper, feasibility means that the trajectory design problem performed by pilots are feasible. In other words, every pilot can select a trajectory from a trajectory-set requested by ATC. This is described as
where r i (t i ) = 0 and r i (T i ) = 0, i ∈ N . We illustrate the meaning of (12) and (13) with Fig. 6 . Equation (12) means that the minimum distance of every pair of adjacent regions is longer than or equal to the realizable minimum distance, i.e., the trajectory is realized for some u i , ψ i , v i , θ i , x i , and y i satisfying (4)- (11) . In a similar manner, equation (13) means the maximum distance of every pair of adjacent regions is shorter than or equal to the realizable maximum distance.
Finally, a constraint for ATM system operation is given.
• Operation Constraint
We define a constraint that works at re-planning of trajectories. Consider that a trajectory planning is performed at a time k = t i . Then, we suppose that pilots select
It should be noted that all the future trajectoriesĈ i (t i + 1) toĈ i (T i − 1) are selected by pilots i ∈ N based on their aims. At the re-planning, we incorporate the aims into trajectories to be redesigned by ATC. Let us consider that trajectories are re-planed at a time t i + τ , where τ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T i − 2 − t i }. Then, we need to impose a constraint on trajectories redesigned by ATC. We let C pre,i (k) =Ĉ i (k), k ∈ T i (t i ). Then, trajectory-sets W i (k), k ∈ {t i +τ +1, . . . , T i −1} to be redesigned must include the last selection C pre,i (t i + τ + 1) to C pre,i (T i − 1) such that pilots can select the same best trajectories. This constraint is described by a condition on C i (k) and r i (k) to be redesigned as
The meaning of the equation is illustrated in Fig. 7 .
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Time: Fig. 5 : Constraint for conflict avoidance. The minimum distance between the aircraft i and j at time k, which is described by the left side of (11), is shown.

Maximum Distance
Time: Time: Fig. 6 : Constraints for feasibility. The minimum and maxmum distance of adjacent regions at time k and k + 1, which are described by the left side of (12) and (13), respectively, are shown.
C. Optimization Problem
Problem 1, which is stated in Section II, is mathematically formulated in this subsection. To this end, we let X := [ X 1 X 2 · · · X N ] . Then, the optimization problem addressed by ATC is summarized as follows.
subject to Eqs. (4) − (14).
In the following, the optimizer to Problem 3 is denoted by (u * , ψ * , r * , X * ). A trajectory-set W * i (k), k ∈ T i (t i ) is obtained based on the solution to Problem 3. Then, W * i (k), k ∈ T i (t i ) is provided to each pilot. Remark 3. Note again that Problem 3 is formulated without utilizing information on detailed aircraft dynamics and weather conditions. This is because that such information is not necessary for system management including the conflict avoidance. On the other hand, the information can be efficiently utilized by pilots, e.g., for reducing fuel costs. The optimization problem addressed by pilots utilizes aircraft models based on BADA data [20] or weather situation based on global forecasting systems, e.g., GDPFS (The Global Data-Processing and Forecasting System) [21] . the trajectory selected by pilot at the last planning Fig. 7 : Operation constraint. The trajectory C pre,i , which is selected at the last planning, must be included in W i , which is redesigned by ATC at the current planning. The trajectory C pre,i is represented by the blue solid line, while the regions W i is represented by the red disks. transformed into temporal one. As studied above, a spatial DOF in trajectories is expressed by a spatial ball region that aircraft must be included at a specified time k. On the other hand, a temporal DOF is expressed by a time range at any of which aircraft passes a specified vertically-placed disk. The expressions are illustrated in Fig. 8 . The two expressions of DOF are equivalent each other.
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Remark 5. Since Problem 3 is in the class of highdimensional nonlinear optimization problems, the choice of initial values of decision variables is essential to obtain a better local optimum. In this paper, the initial guess of u and ψ is determined based on standard trajectories. Otherwise, at replanning case, the initial guess of C i (k), k ∈ T i (t i ) is based on pilots selections C pre (k), k ∈ T i (t i ), which are designed at the last planning.
IV. TRAJECTORY DESIGN BY PILOTS
In Section III, the trajectory design problem addressed by ATC is formulated. In Section IV, we focus on a trajectory design problem addressed by pilots. In the design problem of this section, we focus only on a pilot labeled by i ∈ N . It is assumed that the reference trajectory-set, denoted by W * i (k), k ∈ T i (t i ), is given and available for the design problem. Then, in a similar manner to the ATC case, the design problem by the pilot is formulated as an optimization problem. In this section, all decision variables of the optimization problem are denoted as· in order to distinguish them from those in Problem 3.
A. Cost Function
The cost function to evaluate the aims of the pilot is given. The decision variables are speed differenceû i and angular differenceψ i . The cost function is described by
This cost function J pilot evaluates fuel costs of aircraft labeled by i ∈ N . The fuel costs are defined as a sum of squared control inputs of aircraft based on the definition of the work [11] . In (16) , variablesû i andψ i are normalized such that the effects of them are fairly evaluated.
B. Constraints
Constraints that come from physical properties of aircraft and from ATM system requirements are listed. Constraints from aircraft specification are the same as (6)-(8), while those from aircraft dynamics are more precise than (4) . We assume that information of disturbance d, which represents, e.g., wind condition of airspace, is available for trajectory design by the pilot. Then, aircraft dynamics are modified from (4) to    x
In this problem setting, disturbances d i (k) are only applied to aircraft positions, in other words, d i (k) = [ d x,i (k) d y,i (k) 0 0 ] holds. For constraints from ATM system requirements, in addition to (9) and (10) each pilot selects his/her own trajectory from the trajectory set, which is designed and requested by ATC. Recall here that an aircraft trajectory to be designed by the pilot is denoted byĈ i (k) and that the trajectory-set designed by ATC is denoted by W * i (k) = {C * i (k), r * i (k)}. Then, the constraint on the trajectory selection is described by
C. Optimization Problem
The optimization problem addressed by each pilot is summarized as follows.
subject to Eqs. (5) − (10), (17), (18) . Fig. 9 : Operation flow of the proposed ATM system. Trajectory planning runs recursively at some time interval. In one trajectory planning, trajectory design is performed sequentially by ATC and pilots. Trajectory-sets and trajectories are determined based on the solutions to Problem 3 and 4, respectively.
In the following, the optimizer to Problem 4 is denoted by
Then, the optimal trajectory is denoted bŷ
. Remark 6. In this paper, no precise model of aircraft dynamics is utilized even in Problem 4. In a practical setting, (17) need to be replaced by a more precise model. Utilizing more detailed aircraft dynamics, the problem is formulated in the same manner.
The whole operation flow of the proposed ATM system is reviewed. The block diagram shown as Fig. 9 illustrates a more detailed operation flow than that of Fig. 4 . Each trajectory planning is composed of two stages; 1) trajectoryset design by ATC and 2) trajectory design by pilots. 1) ATC designs trajectory-sets by solving Problem 3. In the problem setting of Problem 3, given initial states X i (t i ), terminal states X i (T i ), trajectories selected by pilots at the last trajectory planning, denoted by C pre,i (k), k ∈ T i (t i ), i ∈ N , we aim at finding reference trajectory-sets W i (k), k ∈ T i (t i ). ATC requests pilots to select their trajectories from the designed sets W * i (k), k ∈ T i (t i ). 2) Then, each pilot design his/her trajectory by solving Problem 4 independently of each other. In the problem setting of Problem 4, given X * i (t i ), X * i (T i ), i ∈ N , we aim at finding trajectoriesĈ i (k), k ∈ T i (t i ). If re-planning is required due to some real-world uncertainties, we let C pre,i (k) =Ĉ † i (k), k ∈ T i (t i ). Then, the two stage design is performed again.
V. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
We verify the effectiveness of the proposed ATM system, including aircraft trajectory design, in a numerical simulation. To this end, the proposed design method is applied to actual data extracted from CARATS Open Data. The data includes three trajectories from or arrive at HANEDA airport on May 11, 2015. These trajectories are illustrated in Fig. 10 . In the figure, HANEDA airport is located at the origin. The aircraft trajectories that depart from HANEDA are represented by red and blue solid lines, while that arrives at HANEDA is represented by the green solid line. Fig. 10 : Actual trajectories are extracted from CARATS Open Data. The aircraft trajectory that departs from HANEDA is represented by red and blue solid lines, while that arrives at HANEDA is represented by the green solid line.
A. Simulation Conditions
In the simulation, trajectory planning runs at the initial time and middle time of the operation. At the middle time, only trajectory design by ATC is demonstrated in this section. Conditions on the first and second trajectory planning are given below.
Conditions on the first trajectory planning are given. For each aircraft i ∈ N = {1, 2, 3}, the initial operation time t i , the terminal operation time T i , the initial state X i (t i ), and the terminal state X i (T i ) are given as follows. Here, one time step corresponds to six minutes.
In the cost function (3), the parameter is chosen by α = 0.01. To solve Problem 3, the initial values of u and ψ are computed based on the standard trajectories in actual data, while that of r is zero.
In Problem 4, for simplicity, we suppose that the wind disturbance d is constant and that the magnitude and angle of d are 1/3 and π/4, respectively. That is, d x,i (k) = 0.236, d y,i (k) = 0.236, k ∈ T i , i ∈ N . Note that only pilots utilize this wind condition. To solve Problem 4, the initial values ofû andψ are determined such that the center of the trajectory-sets requested by ATC are tracked.
Conditions on the second trajectory planning are given. The second trajectory planning is carried out at the fifth time step, i.e., t i = 5, i ∈ N . The parameter α of (3) is fixed as α = 0.01, which is the same as the first planning. To solve the problem, the initial values ofû andψ are the same as ones selected by pilots at the first trajectory planning. In addition, the initial value ofr is zero.
B. Results
The resulting trajectories of the first trajectory planning are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. Figure 11 shows the result of the trajectory design by ATC. In the figure, the reference trajectory-sets are represented by the red, blue, and green disks, while the trajectories that track the center of the sets are represented by the solid lines. The mean and standard deviation of the resulting r i (k), which is the DOF, are listed on Table II . The DOFs of Aircraft 1 and Aircraft 2, which are adjoining, are the minimum and maximum one. This is because that the cost tends to be small when one DOF in adjoining trajectories is big and the other is small. Figure 12 shows the result of the trajectory designed by pilots. In the figure, the trajectories selected by pilots are represented by the red, blue, and green solid lines. We see that all the trajectories are included in the trajectory-sets requested by ATC, which are represented by the disks. This implies that conflict avoidance is achieved. The trajectories are quantitatively evaluated by the cost function J pilot , which is defined in (16) and simulates fuel costs in some sense. The cost values of actual trajectories (Trajectory A), trajectories that track the center of the sets (Trajectory B), and the trajectories selected by pilots (Trajectory C) are listed on Table III . This shows that the fuel costs of Trajectory C is the minimum for all aircraft. This result implies that although only a simple aircraft model and a performance index of fuel costs are used in this simulation, it is expected that performances are improved even when more detailed models and performance indexes are used. Figure 13 shows the result of the second trajectory planning. In the figure, the reference trajectory-sets redesigned by ATC are drawn on Fig. 12 . The sets are represented by the deep red, blue, and green disks. It is confirmed that the constraint for operation is satisfied; the trajectories selected by pilots at the first trajectory planning are included in the trajectory-sets redesigned by ATC. This implies that each pilot can choose the same trajectory as the last planning if there is no update for the weather condition and pilots and airlines cannot receive demerits by the re-planning. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel framework of ATM systems where ATC weakly supervises aircraft. Aircraft trajectories, which are completely determined by ATC conven-tionally, are designed by ATC as trajectory-sets, and the sets are provided to pilots. Then, the pilots individually select their trajectories from the sets. We showed that both the safety requirement, which is the aim of ATC, and reduction of fuel consumption, which is the aim of pilots and airlines, were achieved in the ATM system. The authors expect that the proposed ATM system may not be directly implemented to realworld ATM. However, the essence of the weak supervision, i.e., idea of explicitly providing DOFs to pilots, can be utilized to practical ATM systems in a modified manner.
The optimization problems formulated for trajectory planning are nonlinear to some decision variables, which are numerically intractable. In future work, we need to reformulate them to more tractable ones.
